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… protection: effects of early family support and education … - Yoshikawa - Cited
by 917
… -term effects of early childhood programs on social … - Yoshikawa - Cited by
527
Quality of Early Childhood Development Programs in … - Britto - Cited by 75

Hirokazu Yoshikawa - Faculty Bio - NYU Steinhardt
steinhardt.nyu.edu/faculty/Hirokazu_Yoshikawa
Hirokazu Yoshikawa is the Courtney Sale Ross Professor of Globalization and ...
the Co-Chair of the early childhood development and education workgroup of ...

Hirokazu Yoshikawa, Early Childhood Education Expert, Testifies at ...
steinhardt.nyu.edu/site/ataglance/2014/.../hirokazu-yoshikawa-white-house-summit.ht...
Dec 10, 2014 - Hirokazu Yoshikawa, Steinhardt's Courtney Sale Ross University
Professor of Globalization and Education, took part in the White House ...

[PDF]Hirokazu Yoshikawa: Curriculum Vitae January 2016 ... - NYU Steinhardt
steinhardt.nyu.edu/scmsAdmin/uploads/.../CV%20Yoshikawa%202016%20January.p...
countries on the IDELA direct measure of early childhood development and
learning, with Peter Halpin and Sharon Wolf of NYU. 2015 – 2016 PI, Developing
an ...

Hirokazu Yoshikawa - Google Scholar Citations
scholar.google.com/citations?user=lo9YFpwAAAAJ&hl=en
New York University - nyu.edu
Hirokazu Yoshikawa. Follow. Email ... Psychology, education. Verified ... Long-
term effects of early childhood programs on social outcomes and delinquency.

Hirokazu Yoshikawa | Child and Family Blog
https://childandfamilyblog.com/profile/hirokazu-yoshikawa/
Hirokazu Yoshikawa: The Courtney Sale Ross Professor of Globalization and ...
Universal preschool education at 4 should be adopted as a cost-effective way to
 ...

Hirokazu Yoshikawa | The Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy at ...
fordschool.umich.edu/tags/hirokazu-yoshikawa
The Education Policy Initiative and School of Education welcomes four key
scholars to discuss what works - and doesn't - in early childhood education.
Panelists ...

[PDF]Long-Term Effects of Early Childhood Programs ... - Princeton University
https://www.princeton.edu/futureofchildren/publications/docs/05_03_02.pdf
by H Yoshikawa - 1995 - Cited by 527 - Related articles
family support and early education services, and effects on a broad range of child
..... in Tables 2–4, contact the author, Hirokazu Yoshikawa, M.A., Department of.

Hirokazu Yoshikawa - Open Society Foundations
https://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/people/hirokazu-yoshikawa
Hirokazu Yoshikawa is a member of the Early Childhood Education Advisory
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http://scholar.google.com/scholar?q=Hirokazu+Yoshikawa+early+childhood+education&hl=en&as_sdt=0&as_vis=1&oi=scholart&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwin-qjB2dTQAhUS82MKHXjIAj0QgQMIGjAA
The near obsession with organizing nonprofit groups named or themed “CHILDREN” (whether educating, protecting, providing healthcare to, preventing abuse or ensuring they are NOT raised by single mothers, or low-income families, especially minority families, without intervention) has proved tempting for proliferation of sponsored posts at public and private universities, state-level commission, public/private partnerships at the highest (financially most solvent) level of corporate influence — through the foundations mostly, of course) and has proved utterly tempting in that everyone involved knows that the US Federal Agencies of HHS and DOE (at a minimum) are going to be involved - along with their support, often in a 2:1 ratio, Public $$ to Private.  The guarantee behind private entities seeking public investments is the power of the state to tax, and if taxes aren’t paid to seize assets — not to mention the same state’s power to seize also children— offspring, justly of unjustly, and often without provocation, or legal justification.

Google is responsible for search results (see date, search string).  As blogger Let’sGetHonest (familycourtmatters.wordpress.com), I am responsible for sidebar commentary [and extra arrows, ovals, etc.] based on findings over several years from researching and writing that blog, and from life experiences as parent, AND teacher in diverse school districts, after school and  private settings.  

At least read the quoted
expert’s CV, and also on
NYU Steinhardt, and the endowed or sponsored chair…

Of course! Open Society Foundations, overtly global and progressive in focus, will be sponsoring Universal PreK and ECE as part of achieving equity (FYI, a priority has been specifically states as “Black men and boys” as the target of oppression.  What “black women and girls,” or others are supposed to in response to on overtly racist/sexist definition of who is to be help (other than applaud the issue) is unclear. Again, HHS-administered (HMRF) marriage/fatherhood programming (a.k.a. FUNDING) has indeed seen ECE as where to begin the indoctrination outside of this immediate context. What saddens me is how acquaintance on BOTH side of the political aisle cannot express in nonpolitical (i.e., in Fiscal / FINANCIAL/BUSINESS terms) the same behavior on the right-wing, conservative side, i.e. Public/Private partnerships, claiming the “high ground” citing to experts in <>Psychology <>Education and <>Social Science.



ECE as overt social
experimentation, citing to “social outcomes” No wonder it’s typically the “low-income” as first cohort of test subjects
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PRINCETON.EDU How many of my readers could give a concise definition of “the future of children,”  naming its publishers, key institutions/editors involved, and in general, subject matter?  This is hooked closely into (FYI) leadership in the welfare reform 1996 (PRWORA), marriage/fatherhood promotion, and with direct connections to HHS programming, and featuring articles by authors with known connections to “Opus Dei”

PRINCETON/FUTURE of CHILDREN, cont’d., while one of the institutions involved may be thought progressive, these policies are anything but, and closely linked to both the Social Science excuse for minimizing violence against women, and the religious excuse for closing off safe exits for women from violent marriages in ways similar to those used to discourage the exit from slavery — known risk that one’s children might be kept behind in it.  
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Sustainable Development Solutions Network | Hirokazu Yoshikawa
unsdsn.org/about-us/people/hirokazu-yoshikawa/
Hirokazu Yoshikawa is the Courtney Sale Ross University Professor of
Globalization and ... He has served on the Early Childhood Advisory Committee of
the ...

[PPT] Goal - World Organization for Early Childhood Education
www.worldomep.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Hirokazu-Yoshikawa.pptx
Implementing Quality Early Childhood Education in the Context of the Post-2015
Sustainable Development Goals. Hirokazu Yoshikawa. Courtney Sale Ross ...
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Seems to me that while no single person could check out ALL of the websites coordinating the push for universal pre-K in the context of establishing a one-world government (i.e., the “international development” context), all people should at least comprehend the cash flow and the institutional/government/philanthropic settings through which it IS taking place.  ~ * | * ~ Particularly US citizens, whose taxation has provided IRS tax advantages for tax-exempts (990PF and 990 filers alike) enabling the stockpiling of wealth decentralizing where it’s been distributed for holding the investment platforms, and through this wealth obtaining AND retaining political influence) for corporate wealth for decades since at least WWII. If we can exert any countering influence to eroding national legal and financial borders and being re-colonized BY OUR ELECTED LEADERSHIP and appointed institutions in PARTNERSHIPS (JPAs, Govt-owned and -run professional 501©3 associations, etc.) under which we have NO legal rights, let alone enforceable ones, with CORPORATIONS and their related Orgs. 
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